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INTRODUCTION

Questions of race and ethnicity have been a perennial source of conflict

in American society. Recent demographic and cultural trends are fostering new

dimensions of ethnic competition with ongoing implications for public policy and

electoral politics. The 1990 Census confirms the rapid growth in the Hispanic

and Asian segments of the population initiated by the 1965 reforms in immigration

law. This influx of racial and linguistic minorities is occurring in the context

of a political climate that increasingly emphasizes the legitimacy of ethnic

solidarity and distinctiveness. Advocates of "multiculturalism" have mounted an

explicit challenge to the traditional ideal of the melting pot. In the meantime,

changes in the global economy have raised doubts about American power and

prestige, reinforcing internally generated doubts about national cohesion and

power.

The questions we proposed for inclusion in the 1991 Pilot Study were designed

to explore the impact of these transformations on public opinion. The principal

ethnic fault line in American society divides whites from blacks; accordingly,

earlier NES surveys have concentrated on measuring racial attitudes and

preferences on racial policies. The focus of these NES questions moved with the

times, shifting from general questions about desegregation and the pace of racial

change to more policy-oriented items about busing, government aid to blacks and

affirmative action policy. Innovation in the measurement of independent variables

produced the feeling thermometers for demographic and political groups, measures

of individualism and egalitarianism and, most recently, Kinder's Racial Prejudice

Index.

Our inquiry is predicated upon the belief that there will be a somewhat

different ethnic agenda in the 1990s. First of all, the growth and mobilization

of Hispanic and Asian groups has altered the shape of ethnic competition for

jobs, college admissions, government contracts and legislative seats. The debate

over the legitimacy of ethnic entitlement has become more complex as the number

of players has grown.

Second, the changing ethnic composition of society is making new issues

salient: immigration policy, language rights, the content of public education,

and foreign policy toward immigrants' countries of origin are the most obvious

examples.

Third, the rise of ethnic consciousness has created a potential crisis of
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national identity, raising anew the historic American problem of how to forge

a common sense of nationhood among many culturally diverse groups. For many

ethnic activists, an important political goal is to replace the melting pot and

assimilationwith the mosaic andmulticulturalism as defining symbols of American

identity. In this context, the balance of psychic power among national and sub-

national loyalties and identifications is a salient empirical issue.

RESEARCH DESIGN

The questions we proposed for the 1991 Pilot Study can be divided into these

main categories:

1. Items that measure normative conceptions of American national identity:

2. Items that measure opinions about immigration in general and Hispanic
immigration in particular;

3. Items that measure opinions about language policy;

4. Additional feeling thermometers that assess affect toward immigrants and
Hispanic groups.

Because these items are new to NES surveys, we are not in the position to

comment onhow they compare, methodologically, to existing alternatives. Instead,

we shall concentrate on describing the internal relationships among these

questions and their connections to relevant categories of demographic variables

and measures of political predispositions and policy preferences.

From a theoretical perspective, it is worth pointing out that we conceive

of one's sense of national identity as an "enduring symbolic predisposition."

This general attitude is likely to influence preferences on those specific issues

framed by cues that manifestly affirm (or challenge) the respondent's conception

of Americanism. To determine whether or not immigration and language policies

engage subjective conceptions of American identity is one objective of this

inquiry.

The constraints of a ten minute interview limited our questioning to just

the two "new" ethnic issues, immigration and language policy, mentioned above.
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We also were forced to confine our attention to opinions about only one ethnic

minority, Hispanics. Thus we cannot compare feelings about immigrants of diverse

origin. We shall, however, use other items in the Pilot Study and the 1990 NES

Survey to explore the degree of constraint between the evolving ethnic agenda

and earlier racial policies. We also can examine in a preliminary way the extent

to which affective orientations toward distinct ethnic minorities are

differentiated.

We should state at the outset that limitations of sample size restrict the

bulk of our analysis to the attitudes of whites, although for illustrative

purposes we do occasionally refer to the opinions of the small number (45) of

blacks who responded to Form 1 of the Pilot Study.

AMERICAN IDENTITY

In seeking to measure respondents' subjective conceptions of national

identity, we were concerned with the question "Who is an American?" While in

most countries national identity is founded on ascriptive characteristics such

as language, religion or ethnic heritage, most observers agree that the dominant

conception of American nationality is fundamentally different, resting instead

on the acceptance of a political "creed."

We define the "sense of American identity", therefore, as the emotional

attachment to the symbols and values that constitute this "creed."

Operationally, we proceededby asking people how important certain qualities were

for making someone a "true American." In regarding responses as indicators of

approval of or attachment to these norms, we clearly are inferring that the

attributes of the "true American" are positive symbols. Given that previous

surveys consistently report overwhelmingly positive orientations toward emblems
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of nationhood such as the flag, national anthem or "country", this assumption

seems plausible. Nevertheless, it remains important to provide more direct

evidence of a connection between normative conceptions of American identity and

positive affect toward the nation.

Table l(a) reports the marginals for the six American identity items included

in the 1991 Pilot Study. Table l(b) provides comparative evidence from the 1988

California Poll, which first employed a version of these questions. The text of

the NES question differed by noting that some people rejected the very idea of

a "true American." Second, the response options in the Pilot Study allowed for

more disaggregation of the positive responses by including the "extremely

important" choice while eliminating the "not too important" category.

A comparison of the marginals in the national and California data suggests that

the NES approach is an improvement that succeeds in discriminating levels of

intensity among responses. While the proportion of respondents in the national

survey who chose either the "extremely important" x "very important" were

remarkably similar to those choosing the "very important" response to the

equivalent American identity items in the California sample, respondents did

avail themselves of the chance to vary the strength of their expressed beliefs.

In subsequent surveys that include these items, the distinction between

"extremely" and "very" important on the positive end of the continuum should be

retained.

Four of the six items described in Table la refer to the dominant, ideological

definition of American nationality, referring to the values of social equality,

political tolerance, self-reliance and civic participation respectively. The

first two derive from the liberal strain in the American political tradition,

whereas the latter two items endorse a conception of Americanism rooted in the



1991 NES Text for American Identity Items:

TABLE lA

UARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF AMERICAN IDENTITY ITEUS
1991 NES PILOT STUDY

The lead-in read:
'Some People say that there are certain qualities that make a person a true
American. Others ray that there isn't anything that makes one person more
American than another.
mentioned.

I’m oing to read Borne of the things that have been
For each of the foflowing, tell me how importanhyE;tzE{nk it is in

making someone a true American - extremelv inoortant, verv ( D 1 6omewhat
(important), or not at all (important)_ in making someone a true American.'

The question wording:

VOTE (V2601)  - 'Is  voting in elections xtremelv important, verv (important)_
s o m e w h a t  (imoortant),  or not at all in making someone a tru&
American?’

BELIEVE IN GOD (V2602)  - ‘How about believing in God? Is it extremelv important,
verv (important) somewhat (important), or not at all (inoortant 1 in making
someone a true derican?’

GET AHEAD ON OWN (V2603)  - 'Trying to get ahead on your own effort? (Is it...)’

TREAT ALL EQUALLY (V2604)  -
e q u a l l y ?  ( I s  i t . . . ) .

‘Treating people of all races and backgrounds

SPEAK ENGLISH (V2605) - ‘Speaking English? (Is it.. .)’

RESPECT OTHERS' SPEECH (V2606)  - 'Respecting peo
want no matter how much you disagree? (Is it... Ir

ie's freedom to say what they

Extremely Very Somewhat Not At All

V2601 VOTE 34% 36
V2602 BELIEVE IN GOD
V2603 GET AHEAD ON OWN f$ f:

t:
24

2:

V2604 TREAT ALL EQUALLY 40 45
V2605 SPEAK ENGLISH
V2606 RESPECT OTHERS' SPEECH * X8 4338

:: 1:
16 3

* This item not asked in 1988  California Poll
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